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Chairman's message
The great development witnessed nowadays by the tourism sector all over the world 
necessitates this industry be ahead of all other economic fields playing vital roles on all 
levels. Experience has definitively shown that the tourism industry grows consistently 
and constantly every year. Matching this almost instant growth annually requires careful 
monitoring and continuous efforts in order to achive tangible results. 

This report highlights the successes of a year of SCTDA projects and innitiatives. It shows 
the most outstanding achievements by the Authority throughout 2017. The robust vision 
of His Highness Sheikh Sultan bin Muhammad Al Qasimi, member of the UAE Supreme 

Khalid Jasim Al Midfa

Council and Ruler of Sharjah, and the sustained support of His Highness Sheikh Sultan bin Mohammad bin Sultan Al-Qasimi, 
Sharjah Crown Prince, has propelled the Emirate of Sharjah forward to become an international tourism destination for tourists 
from all over the world.

Throughout 2017, SCTDA has continuously worked to realize its strategic goals topped by maintaining Sharjah as an Arab and 
international tourism destination, and a destination that is favored by families due to its reputation as a safe and enjoyable 
destination for all families. The Authority has sustained a concerted effort to improve tourism standards to the extent that they 
meet and exceed the expectations of the many visitors to the emirate. In addition, consistent presence in the most important 
tourism events and exhibitions to promote the Emirate's most outstanding attractions has attracted extremely favourable reactions 
along with sizeable press and media coverage on both the local and international levels. The Authority furthermore managed to 
stimulate tourists from new markets and a number of representative offices in targeted companies, thereby offering strong support 
for the tourist groups coming to Sharjah.

In line with the requirements of this digital era, the SCTDA has developed a varied package of digital tools effectively influencing 
the process of attracting tourists from all over the world. In addition, it established partnerships with specialized tourism platforms 
to market Sharjah, as an exceptional tourism destination, for those who seek entertaining trips, vacations, or new adventures. 

Keen to actively contribute to the social and economic development of the emirate, SCTDA launched a number of initiatives and 
organized many social activities to offer direct support to the charitable, social, cultural, sports and national activities of Sharjah in 
2017. In addition, it indirectly supported a number of different groups through offering logistical assistance and organizing events 
maintaining the best interests of society as a whole.

Throughout 2017, the SCTDA launched many initiatives and activities within the UAE and beyond, with the aim of displaying 
the tourism, culture and heritage landmarks of Sharjah. In addition, it inaugurated a number of initiatives for tourism promotion 
outside the UAE, which led to a growth rate of 3% in 2017 in comparison to 2016, and generated total revenue of 704-million-AED. 
Average length of stay by guests also made an increase by 4% reaching 2.4 days, which consequently led to an increase in the hotel 
occupancy by 1.4%, reaching 70%. The total number of hotel guests within this year reached about 1.8 million.  

In the same vein, the SCTDA launched a number of organization and development initiatives, most notably the issuance of permits 
for desert tour vehicles, supporting the aim of offering a unique and exceptional experience in Sharjah's deserts. This meant 
updating the standards and specifications relevant to the classification of hotels so that they would comply with international 
requirements and meet the guests' expectations and the classification brand of the hotel.

The SCTDA's pride in the cultural and social heritage of Sharjah was displayed in the many family and cultural events and festivals it 
hosted throughout the last year, including the Sharjah Light Festival, Sharjah World Championship Week, U.I.M. F1H2O Powerboat 
World Championship, Grand Prix of Sharjah, UIM-ABP Aqua Bike World Championship Grand Prix of Sharjah 'Sharjah Summer' 
Campaign, Sharjah Hospitality Forum, etc. 

With regard to sustainable tourism, the SCTDA increased its efforts to promote and spread the best sustainable tourism practices, 
while increasing the public’s awareness of sustainable practices in tourism. As a result, contributing to increasing the rates of 
adherence to green tourism criteria in the hospitality sector. 

In conclusion, we ask the Allmighty, to guide us all to raise the status of our beloved UAE, and to help us contribute to achieving 
the welfare of the nation under its wise leadership. 
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About SCTDA

Established in 1996, the Sharjah Commerce and Tourism Development Authority (SCTDA) is entrusted 
with promoting the commercial and tourism events and activities in the Emirate of Sharjah, UAE to 
contribute to improving the status of the Emirate as an exceptional tourism destination at local, regional 
and international levels.

The Authority has organized a number of commercial and tourism events that have become closely aligned 
with the name of the Emirate itself, gaining international fame. 

The SCTDA carried out an integrated strategic plan to develop the tourism sector's different facets, since 
there is a close connection between this development and the attraction of foreign investments that are 
now fully aware of the importance of the sustainable tourism development foundations laid down by the 
Authority over 20 years. 

The SCTDA takes part in many specialized commercial and tourism exhibitions at the local, regional and 
international levels promoting its activities and the Emirate to individuals, governments, tourism developers 
and senior tour operators around the world.

The SCTDA closely cooperates with the Emirate's government and private sectors to promote integration 
among them all in a manner that secures the quality of the commercial and tourism services offered in the 
Emirate ensuring that the Emirate retains a high ranking among the premier tourism destinations of the 
world.
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In 2008, the Emirate of Sharjah launched its branding assets, with the aim of reflecting its development 
attitudes and future vision. It includes a main logo and a group of supporting elements. In actuality, the 
Authority's Branding Assets rely on two basic pillars: 

First:

Visual elements including the logo and the 
font type.

Second:

The group of supporting elements 
representing the five sectors which 
(SCTDA) promotes : 

• Business Tourism

• Art, Culture and Heritage

• Education

• Adventure, Entertainment, Marketing, 
Events and Festivals

• Development of the East Coast 

The Emirate’s Branding is inspired by the 
traditional Islamic designs highlighting its 
ancient past, cultured present and bright 
future.

Integrated Tourism Branding 
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The Branding's main logo utilizes a group of colors, as follows: 

Business 
Tourism 

Warm Gold

Art, Culture 
and Heritage

Creative 
Purple 

Educational 
Attainment 

Smart Blue 

Adventure, 
Entertainmen,
Marketing, 
Events and 
Festivals

Radiant 
Orange

�e East
Coast

Natural 
Blue
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Vision 
Sharjah is the ideal destination for a sustainable 
tourism underpinned by its cultural heritage.

Mission 
Development, promotion and encouragement of 
the tourism sector in the Emirate of Sharjah, along 
with maintaining the sustainability of resources and 
developing investments, with the aim of increasing 
its contribution to the national economy through 
collaboration with partners in both the public and 
private sectors to realize the strategic goals of the 
Sharjah government
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Strategic Themes (Goals) 

Values
Team Work

Efficiency 

Innovation 

Trust

Effectiveness 

Passion

Openness 

Continuous Improvement

Promote the tourism product locally.

Enhance the tourism experience for Sharjah’s 
visitors.

Diversify foreign markets.

Develop excellence and innovation practices 
in the SCTDA and the tourism sector.
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SCTDA's Competencies and Services 

Promoting the tourism and heritage regions in 
the Emirate in collaboration with the specialized 
authorities.

Organizing entertainment events and providing 
facilities and services for tourists and visitors.

Enhancing the status of Sharjah as a unique family, 
culture and heritage tourism destination.

Providing marketing collaterals, and organizing 
familiarization trips. 

Achieving sustainable commercial development 
in the tourism sector, with the aim of attracting 
foreign investment, increasing tourism income as 
well as the number of guests and the occupancy 
rates. 

Granting preliminary approval for administration 
and operation of hotel properties.

Granting initial approval for licensing tour operators.

Classification of hotels, hotel apartments and resorts.

Inspecting hotel establishments, and quality 
assuarance through ensuring that all facilities comply 
with the SCTDA's standards, rules and regulations.

Issuing desert tour vehicles permits and ensuring 
public observance of rules and procedures for entry 
into the Emirate's desert areas. 

Providing industry and tour-guide training

Marketing 

Developing

Licensing

Promoting

Organizing

Classifying

Evaluating

Training 
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In 2015 Sharjah Commerce and Tourism Development Authority (SCTDA) launched 
the ’Sharjah Tourism Vision 2021', aiming to attract more than 10 million tourists by 
2021. This will coincide with the UAE’s 50th year celebrations.  

The vision is the formulation of all the emirate’s tourism efforts, initiatives and 
programs into one comprehensive blueprint allowing tourism industry professionals 
and specialists to support the Emirate in the ultimate goal of supporting the 
economy of Sharjah.

Sharjah Tourism Vision, 2021 

To position Sharjah as a leading family tourism destination, through 
an innovative approach that ensures the development of its resources 
to promote Sharjah’s status as an international hub for culture and 
heritage.

Sharjah 
A sustainable family and cultural destination
Aiming to attract more than 10 million tourists by 2021.
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Marketing and 
Promotion 
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Throughout the year, SCTDA launches many initiatives and activities within the UAE 
and beyond, with the aim of marketing Sharjah’s tourism, cultural and heritage features.  
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Overseas Promotion for Sharjah 

Drawing on its basic role to promote tourism of Sharjah, SCTDA adopted an effective communication 
strategy to realize its main goals.  

The Authority's overseas promotion strategy relies on three pillars, with the purpose of reaching the 
largest number of markets, including: international exhibitions, roadshows and the overseas representative 
offices in Russia, India and China.
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Improving the status of Sharjah as a leading tourism 
destination in the region and increasing the rate of 
tourism flow to reach 10 million tourists by 2021. 

Uniting the marketing and promotional efforts 
for all those working in the tourism sector in 
the Emirate of Sharjah to sustain its support and 
development.

Highlighting the tourism potentials of the Emirate, 
enriching its annual agenda of events and providing 
continuous efforts that offer an exceptional tourism 
experience for the targeted audience.

Enhancing participation in regional and international 
tourism celebrations, exhibitions and conferences to 
achieve the best communication with partners in 
the targeted markets.

Innovating promotional tools for attracting the 
tourism sector decision makers in the targeted 
markets to Sharjah.

Overseas Promotion Targets

1

2

3

4

5
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In all its international promotional campaigns outside the UAE, the SCTDA focused on communicating 
certain messages on the tourism, culture and heritage potentials of the Emirate of Sharjah, which are: 

Key Messages used in Overseas Promotion 

Sharjah has multiple 
tourism potentials that 
enable visitors to have an 
exceptional experience. 

Sharjah has unique cultural 
heritage and natural 
abundance all over the 
region. 

Sharjah has tourism 
potentials that converges 
between originality and 
modernity, including unique 
heritage, monuments, 
resorts, beaches and 
modern marketing centers.
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Promote Sharjah's tourism potentials and new 
enterprises in the language of the targeted country.

O�er qualitative programs that reinforce 
tourism exchange.

Illustrating how Sharjah's tourism 
product is unique and exceptional. 

Conducting signi�cant media communication 
with concerned parties in the targeted markets 
and providing integrated media agendas 
o�ering all the information and details required 
about annual campaigns and exhibitions. 

Stimulating tourism companies in the targeted markets to 
place the Emirate of Sharjah in the list of its future plans.

Opening representative o�ces in the main markets. 

Form new partnerships to develop the tourism 
sector in the Emirate of Sharjah.

Organizing exceptional events to attract the 
audience as part of the SCTDA's participation 
in international specialized exhibitions. 

Direct communication with the strategic partners 
and ensuring that updated and detailed 
information is continuously o�ered.  

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Overseas Promotion Initiatives
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Outcomes of the 
Promotional Campaigns 

Chinese Market 

Russian Market

European Market

Other Markets

54%

137%

36%

Growth 

Growth 

Growth 

Percentages of visitors coming from other 
markets maintained their normal rates. 

Russia 

KSA 

Kuwait 

2

6

1

3

27

cities visited

cities visited

campaigns

campaigns

campaign 

22 
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Outcomes of the 
Promotional Campaigns 

Chinese Market 

Russian Market

European Market

Other Markets

54%

137%

36%

Growth 

Growth 

Growth 

Percentages of visitors coming from other 
markets maintained their normal rates. 

India 

China 

4

1

10

4

cities visited

cities visited

campaigns

campaign 

 Overseas Promotional Campaigns in 2017

Throughout 2017, the SCTDA carried out a number of promotional campaigns that targeted 
markets with considerable growth, the most important of which are: the Gulf, the Russian, 
the Chinese and the Indian markets. 

These campaigns resulted in opening new markets, increasing the level of co-ordination and 
joint efforts of those parties concerned with developing the tourism sector in the Emirate, 
establishing strategic partnerships in the targeted regional and international markets and 
introducing innovative initiatives and offers in the international markets. They also played 
an important role in the direct communication with international media and the targeted 
audience to inform them of the Emirate’s local culture and in promoting its tourism 
potentials.

23 
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International exhibitions in which 
the Authority took part 

Area: In 2017 

 Square
meters2,655

9In 2017, in collaboration with its strategic partners 
from the government institutions and the private 
sector companies working in the fields of aviation, 
tourism, hotels and museums, Sharjah Commerce 
& Tourism Development Authority (SCTDA) took 
part in nine (9) international exhibitions, occupying 
an area of land estimated as approximately 2,655 
square meters. The list of exhibitions includes the 
following:  

Participation in International  Exhibitions 
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Sharjah Commerce & Tourism Development Authority 
(SCTDA) participated in this exhibition with a pavilion 
extending over an area of 330 square meters. This exhibition 
held in London- in the period from 4-9 November is 
considered one of the most important events for the travel 
and tourism industry worldwide, since it gathers together 
the pioneers of the tourism and travel industry from all 
over the world and thus serves as a platform to exchange 
knowledge and widen the business network through 
activities, meetings, workshops and conferences.  

Number of Participants: 7 

Area: 330 square meters

Number of Participants: 20 

Area: 451 square meters

World Travel Market – London  

SCTDA participated with a pavilion extending over an area 
of 451 square meters in the International Tourism-Bourse 
Berlin (ITB Berlin) Exhibition. This exhibition held in the 
period from 8-12 March 2017 attracted more than 146 
thousand visitors and more than 10 thousand exhibitors 
from 187 countries. The aim of this exhibition is to discuss 
the international tourism sector’s latest developments and 
the establishment of strategic partnerships. It furthermore 
aims to promote the tourism sector’s different categories 
including the entertainment, treatment, family, marketing 
and business tourism.  

International Tourism-Bourse Berlin 
(ITB Berlin) Exhibition 
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For the third consecutive year, SCTDA took part in the 
events of the China Outbound Travel & Tourism Market 
held in the capital, Beijing, in the period from 10-12 May. 
The pavilion’s area occupied 815 square meters. This 
exhibition is considered an important platform that gathers 
the Chinese tourism sector’s pioneers and decision makers 
with specialized companies and businessmen.

Number of Participants: 10 

Area: 815 square meters. 

Number of Participants: 29 

Area: 532 square meters 

The China Outbound Travel & Tourism Market

Held in the period from 24 - 27 April, SCTDA participated 
with a pavilion of 532 square meters. The aim of the SCTDA’s 
participation was to showcase the high status of the Emirate 
of Sharjah as a leading tourism destination in the region, to 
promote its tourism potentials and to keep stakeholders 
informed about relevant enterprises. The Authority’s 
participation in the exhibition included launching the 
’Sharjah My Family Destination‘ campaign in collaboration 
with the success partners and the Emirate’s tourism sector’s 
concerned bodies and authorities. The number of visitors 
was more than 26 thousand from 133 countries.

Arabian Travel Market 
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With a pavilion of 120 square meters, the SCTDA took part 
in the events of this exhibition held in the Russian capital, 
Moscow, in the period from 14-16 March. The Authority 
led the Emirate’s delegation representing the stakeholders 
in the Emirate.

Number of Participants: 9 

Area: 120 square meters

Number of Participants: 12 

Area: 120 square meters 

Moscow International Travel & 
Tourism Exhibition (MITT) 

With a pavilion extending over 120 square meters, Sharjah 
Commerce & Tourism Development Authority (SCTDA) 
took part in this exhibition held in the Russian capital in 
the period from 19 - 22 September. As part of the most 
important markets exporting tourism to the Emirate 
of Sharjah, SCTDA’s participation reinforces the Russian 
market’s major contributution to Sharjah’s tourism.

Moscow International Trade Fair for 
Travel and Tourism Leisure
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Under the auspices of the Ministry of Economy, the SCTDA 
participated in the South Asia’s Travel and Tourism Exchange 
held in the Indian capital, New Delhi, in the period from 15 - 
17 February. As part of the UAE delegation to this exhibition, 
the SCTDA’s pavilion extended over 108 square meters. It is 
one of the biggest specialized exhibitions concerned with 
tourism and travel in India, and attracts a large number of 
tourists, tourism operators and travel agencies.

Number of Participants: 8

Area: 108 square meters

South Asia’s Travel and Tourism 
Exchange (SATTE) 

Number of Participants: 6

Area: 72 square meters

As part of the Emirate’s delegation, the SCTDA participated 
in the exhibition held in the Saudi capital, Riyadh, in the 
period from 7 - 10 April with a pavilion extending over 72 
square meters. This exhibition was attended by more than 
3500 exhibitors and participants representing the biggest 
tourism companies and the hospitality and travel sector in 
the region.

Riyadh Travel Fair 
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With a pavilion occupying 107 square meters, the SCTDA 
participated in the exhibition held in the period from 20 - 
22 April in the city of Almaty. This exhibition is one of the 
basic tourism events in Central Asia, and this year’s version 
focused on medical tourism with its most important facilities 
and developments worldwide. The exhibition hosted the 
representatives from the best resorts in the world, high class 
hotels and economic air carriers.

Number of Participants: 10

Area: 107 square meters

Kazakhstan International Exhibition 
’Tourism & Travel‘ - KITF
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 First Quarter

 Number of
Participants

 Number of
Participants

 Number of
Participants

 Number of
Participants

Number of Tours

Second Quarter  Third Quarter

 Fourth Quarter

Total 

284 9

Number of Tours

5
Number of Tours

4

Number of Tours

19

56 130

559
Number of

 Participants Number of Tours

37 1029

Domestic Promotion of Sharjah 

SCTDA considers tourism promotion within the Emirate of equal importance as international promotion. 
It is keen on building strong relations with all partners through participating in exhibitions and promotional 
tours, inviting companies and media to visit Sharjah, disseminating information about the Emirate on behalf 
of the stakeholders and interested parties. 

The SCTDA plans and coordinates with relevant bodies and authorities to ensure that guests to the Emirate 
have an exceptional experience. Point of arrival at Sharjah International Airport onwards, invited guests are 
met by a team who specialize in reception and visit organization. Transport and all the details of the visit 
are carefully coordinated to give the guests the best visitor experience possible. The team also coordinates 
delegations’ attendance at the most outstanding events in the Emirate such as: Sharjah Light Festival, 
Sharjah World Championship Week, Sharjah Heritage Days, etc.
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 First Quarter

 Number of
Participants

 Number of
Participants

 Number of
Participants

 Number of
Participants

Number of Tours

Second Quarter  Third Quarter

 Fourth Quarter

Total 

284 9

Number of Tours

5
Number of Tours

4

Number of Tours

19

56 130

559
Number of

 Participants Number of Tours

37 1029

Tours 2017
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Activities and Services of Effective Promotion

As part of its marketing process, the Sharjah Commerce & Tourism Development Authority (SCTDA) uses 
a number of modern tools and techniques, the most notable are:

The Sharjah Commerce & Tourism Development 
Authority (SCTDA) developed a smart application 
providing comprehensive and unique information 
and services for visitors and investors about the 
Emirate's tourism and cultural landmarks and the 
entertainment events and activities held within 
throughout the year, in seven languages. Arabic, 
English, German, Russian, French, Spanish and 
Chinese. The App also provides information about 
the marketing destinations, hotels, museums, wild life 
and commercial activities and enables tour planning. 

To download the Sharjah App on your mobile, please 
scan the digital code (QR) below:

Sharjah Tourism App 

SCTDA runs two websites؛ one of them related to Tourism in Sharjah, and can be visited at 

The following link: https://visitsharjah.com، 

the second is related to the SCTDA, and can be visited at the following link: http://corporate.sharjahtourism.ae

Website
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Communication with Media and Targeted Audience

With the help of its official channels, social media accounts, press statements, images and e-bulletin, the 
Sharjah Commerce & Tourism Development Authority (SCTDA) exerts its utmost to establish effective 
communication with media and audience and to communicate a positive image of the Emirate.

SCTDA played a big role in showcasing the Emirate as a tourism destination in the international press, with 
media coverage of 3,154 mentions in the important local, regional and international newspapers of more 
than 25 countries around the world.

SCTDA uses more than 100 labels/ hashtags in both Arabic and English to focus on certain promotional 
campaigns. 

Instagram Twitter YouTube Facebook 

Sharjah as a Tourism Destination in the International Press.

Visit_Shj

253,154
Countries 

around the 
world 

Media 
coverage 
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Media

As part of its promotional strategy, the Sharjah Commerce & Tourism Development Authority (SCTDA) 
applied integrated media plans, with the aim of introducing the Emirate’s tourism product through 
showcasing the tourism potentials it enjoys and highlighting the activities and events organized by the 
Authority and the Emirate, relying on achieving these goals by utilizing a number of means, media channels, 
press news, articles, radio and television interviews, social media platforms, etc. 

The SCTDA's media plans aim at:

1. Increasing awareness of Sharjah's tourism products within the UAE and beyond it.

2. Showcasing the cultural, social and economic value of the Emirate's monuments, and 
historical and environmental sites.

3. Updating targeted groups and followers of tourism events and programs.

4. Creating a positive impression about facilities and advantages offered by the Emirate to 
stimulate tourists and visitors.

5. Ensuring the effectiveness of communication between the Authority and its main partners 
on one side and the media on the other. 

6. Reinforcing the SCTDA's promotional and marketing role.
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The United Arab Emirates 

Gulf Cooperation Council Countries 

Arab Countries (not members of the Gulf Cooperation Council)

African Countries 

European Countries and the two Americas

Newspapers 

Magazines 

Websites 

Press news according to the targeted markets

Press news according to the publication 

Digital and analogue press news 

Arabic 

English 

Total number of the SCTDA's social media followers  

2016
2017

14,194
17,367

23,279
31,804

17,489
18,922

213
305

Total number of followers 

2,141

632

139

19

2,179

645

98

2,176

746

The following highlights the SCTDA efforts exerted in the field of tourism media throughout 2017:
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Advertising

As one of the basic means of communication with an audience, advertisements are considered one of 
the most important promotional tools upon which SCTDA relies in its marketing policy. In addition, 
it plays an important economic role since it is one of the most important means affecting supply and 
demand and reinforcing the targeted audience’s conviction of the product. Undoubtedly, diversity of the 
advertising editorial and visual means and channels as well as the emergence of modern advertising tools 
and means showcase the great importance of advertisements and their basic role in reaching as broad a 
range of the targeted audience as possible. The SCTD Aproduces many publications such as brochures 
and flyers that show the Emirate’s tourism potentials and events in addition to the most outstanding 
tourism destinations in the Emirate. These brochures and flyers are distributed to all the hotel properties 
and important venues in the Emirate and all the tourism exhibitions within the UAE and beyond it.   

2,400
artistic
 works

Number of new
publications in 2017

Total number of
advertisements in 2017

Number of the artistic works in 2017

7

129

Advertisement
 Services
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TripAdvisor

With more than 390 million visitors worldwide, this site is considered the biggest digital tourism platform 
in the world. It provides information, data and images that help tourists decide on the tourism destination 
they want to visit. For this reason, the SCTDA has worked with TripAdvisor to showcase Sharjah's tourism 
potentials and to stimulate more of the site's visitors to put Sharjah on the top of their agenda of destinations 
to visit. Within the campaign that targeted four main markets: the United Kingdom, India, Russia and Gulf 
Cooperation Council - lasting from September to November, Sharjah has already managed to attract more 
than 3.6 million visitors, and the number of visitors who visited the Sharjah page has increased by 86%. The 
UAE, in addition, achieved a 26% growth during this time.

Expedia 

With more than 1.31 million visitors monthly seeking the best integrated tourism deals, this site is one 
of the most important global platforms specialized in this field. For this reason, the Sharjah campaign 
has been launched in two phases: the first during the summer and the second in that period of time 
during which audience in the targeted countries plan their vacations. The campaign lasted from July to 
December, and targeted five main markets including the United Kingdom, Germany, India, Russia and the 
Gulf Cooperation Countries. It managed to attract more than 2.6 million visitors, and the number of visitors 
who visited the Sharjah page increased by 09% in comparison to previously and the volume of reservations 
increased by 14% a day within the second phase of the campaign. 

Specialized Tourism Platforms 

Advertising Campaigns

The Sharjah Light Festival Campaign 2017 made more than one million interactions through various social 
media means.  

The ’Sharjah Summer‘ Campaign 2017 witnessed the launching of a special website (Sharjahsummer.ae) in 
addition to distributing more than 20,000 brochures and 5,000 promotional advertisements. 

Sharjah World Championship Week; being one of the most important sporting events worldwide on the 
agenda of the Emirate of Sharjah, this championship was covered by more than 60 Arab & International 
television stations.

The new website: www.visitsharjah.com

As part of the Sharjah Commerce & Tourism Development Authority’s strategic plan to develop its 
digital presence on the Internet, a new digital strategy has been devised, with emphasis on creating a new 
website meeting tourists’ requirements and fulfilling their expectations. The website includes a number of 
developed digital features that enable tourists plan in light of time, budget and concerns and presents the 
most important tourism features, events and destinations, as well as the Emirate’s restaurants, hotels and 
entertainment venues.
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The Sharjah Light Festival is one of the most important global events organized by the SCTDA every year.  
In 2017, for ten consecutive days, the city of Sharjah sparkled with light and its buildings were decorated 
with beautiful artistic designs and colors in 24 different locations. 

This interesting festival utilizes the art of drawing with light that combines imagery with captivating music to 
create an exhilarating experience, and to highlight Sharjah’s distinguished landmarks and historic buildings.

The Sharjah Light Festival is considered the first of its kind in the region. With more than four million 
visitors in 2017 in what clearly indicates its spread on a large scale and the audience’s keenness on following 
its events, this Festival has gained an international reputation, and was attended by large crowds from the 
UAE’s different Emirates and from the Gulf countries, as well. Within the Festival, the SCTDA was keen on 
using the most developed of supportive technical tools in order to reduce electricity consumption.

The Sharjah Light Festival 2017 
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In December 2017, the Emirate of Sharjah hosted the Powerboat World Championship, Grand Prix of 
Sharjah for the 17th consecutive year. 24 racers from different nationalities have participated in this race. 
For more than 40 minutes and with boats soaring up to 200 km/h, racers exerted their utmost to achieve 
forty full rounds in the course of the race. The events of this championship- the safest of its kind in the 
world – have been transmitted live on air to over 75 countries through different international channels. 

 F1h20 UIM World Championship (Sharjah Grand Pix)

Sharjah World Championship Week

7524
The events of the 

championship have 
been transmitted live 

on air to over
 countries

 Racers

km/h

 Speeds exceeding

200
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In December 2017 during Sharjah World Championship Week, Sharjah hosted the Aquabike World 
Championship, Grand Prix of Sharjah attended by more than 60 racers from 32 different countries around 
the world. 

Sharjah Aquabike World Championship – Sharjah Grand Prix

60 32
Racers 

Countries
participated

in the
Championship 
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In collaboration with 28 bodies and authorities from the Emirate of Sharjah, the SCTDA launched the 
’Sharjah Summer‘campaign for the first time . Offering an abundant package of exceptional events and 
activities and the fascinating promotional shows, the campaign lasted from 27 June to 8 September 2017. 
The importance of this campaign is clear in that it combined the public and the private sectors together and 
united joint work efforts towards promoting the Emirate’s tourism, cultural and entertainment landmarks 
and potentials, and showcasing Sharjah as a family tourism destination. 

The ’Sharjah Summer‘ campaign offers exceptional marketing opportunities and tremendous promotional 
offers including marked reductions on hotel reservations, air tickets, and shops in the malls and markets, as 
well as presenting various gifts to shoppers.

Targeted group: Different age groups 

Main targeted markets: Domestic tourism, overseas tourism.

Events and activities’ main locations: malls, traditional markets, Expo Centre Sharjah, hotel properties, 
tourism and travel agencies, and air carriers.

The’Sharjah Summer‘ Campaign 
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Quality Standards Development

The SCTDA highly regards the importance of the tourism criteria quality in the Emirate, and thus cooperates 
with relevant authorities to ensure compliance with international standards and hotel properties' adherence 
to required standards through foundation licenses and / or through continual monitoring. 

These establishments are regularly inspected to ensure they meet the requirements of their own brands. 
In addition, in collaboration with a certain company that has international experience in this field, the 
Authority conducted polls on a regular basis to identify guests' satisfaction, which is then analyzed through 
monthly reports to follow through with proper procedures.

Preliminary approvals 
for a new license 

Issuing preliminary 
approvals for 
establishing hotel 
properties (hotels or 
hotel apartments) and 
the consequent services 
and facilities on 
condition that they 
conform to Sharjah's 
specific standards.

2
Inspection 

�e SCTDA ensures the 
quality of services by 
utilizing the accredited 
classification criteria and 
carrying out regular 
checks according to a 
specific timetable.

543
Desert Tour Vehicles 
Permits

146
Preliminary approvals 
for a tourism company 
license 

Issuing preliminary 
approvals for licensing 
tourism companies that 
prepare tourists' 
entertainment tours to 
tourism destinations, 
locations and facilities 
inside the Emirate and 
beyond.

86

104513 25

Field Visits to Inspect 
the Desert Tour Vehicles 

Preliminary Approval for 
License Renewal 

Regular Meetings Guest Experience 
Measurement Report 

Other initial Approvals 

6

24

�e SCTDA issues the 
desert tour vehicles 
permits to allow tourists 
to embark on desert 
adventures in the 
Emirate's deserts.

�e SCTDA ensures 
tourist’s safety and 
tourism companies’ 
safety standards and 
service quality through 
regular inspection visits. 

Issuing the initial 
approval for hotel 
business license renewal. 

Quarterly, the SCTDA 
holds regular meetings 
with the hotel 
properties' managers to 
follow up the latest 
developments and to 
discuss any 
hotel-relevant activities, 
or any other activity. 

Changing the (name brand, 
business activity) – 
(adding, leaving, joining) of 
a partner – (forfeiting / 
obtaining) of a name brand 
– modification of a plan (a 
current hotel, an enterprise 
to establish a hotel or a 
hotel apartment) -  Starting 
a business activity – 
Revocation of a license.

SCTDA concludes contracts 
with international experts 
to study, measure and 
analyze guests' experience 
through the international 
reservation websites, in 
addition, the SCTDA's 
administration receives 
monthly reports to examine 
the situation and to take 
the necessary procedure. 

�e SCTDA regularly 
monitors tourism 
activities through 
di�erent modern 
techniques and tools to 
ensure the quality and 
sustainability of the 
services o�ered to 
tourists.

Inspection Tours of 
Hotel Properties 

Service Quality Guarantee Activities in the Hotel Properties for 2017
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Desert Tour Vehicles Permits 

The SCTDA has developed desert tourism activity regulations in the Sharjah's desert, including the 
issuance of desert tour vehicles permits which allow 4x4 tour vehicles to enter into the Emirate's desert 
areas. This is part of the SCTDA strategy to offer exceptional and unique tourism  experiences in the desert 
areas of the emirate as this is an extremely popular tourist activity and has an important impact on the 
emirate’s economy. 

The goal of granting permits

1. Regulating the entry of four-wheel drive tour vehicles into the desert areas

2. Monitoring and preventing the entry of the 4x4 tour vehicles of unlicensed tourism companies into 
the desert areas. 

3. Preserving the desert areas / monitoring littering and preventing damage to the environment.

4. Reducing unnecessary entry into nearby residential areas / use of these areas as shortuts. 

5. Reducing accidents 

6. Reducing the transportation of tourists in unlicensed tour vehicles thereby ensuring a greater level of 
safety.
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Since its inception, the Sharjah Commerce & Tourism Development Authority (SCTDA) has emphasized 
the importance of digital information due to its pivotal role in economic, social and social aspects. Digital 
information in itself is an indicator of the vitality and development of one of the most important economic 
sectors. During the last two decades, the tourism sector contributed with more than 9% of Sharjah's gross 
domestic product (GDP), and offered more than 20 thousand jobs in the local labor market. With its 
various services and activities, it is furthermore a promising field for development and innovation, which 
has helped the Emirate be one of the most important tourism destinations in the region.     

Information and statistics on Sharjah's tourism sector include the main indicators that measure the 
performance of the hotel properties' such as; growth of the number of guests, occupancy rates, information 
on nights spent in hotels, incomes, classification of the numbers of guests according to their nationalities, etc.  

This information is considered an important reference for all those concerned with and working in planning 
and decision making and the growth of the tourism sector in Sharjah from both the government and 
private sectors, as in light of the developments witnessed lately by the international and local economies, 
numbers prove a promising reality, which ensures the competitiveness of the Emirate on regional and 
international levels under the robust vision of our wise leadership.

Source: Study of The Economic Value of Travel & Tourism, United Arab Emirates, Tourism Satellite Account - UAE, Ministry of Economy.

of Sharjah's (GDP)

**

jobs
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2016

202
143 140

182
163 122

210209

 First Quarter  Second Quarter

 Second Quarter

�ird Quarter

�ird Quarter

Fourth Quarter

Fourth Quarter

 First Quarter  Second Quarter �ird Quarter Fourth Quarter

 Million dirhams668  Million dirhams704

2016 2017

2017

70% 63%

57%

76%

77%

70%

62% 57%

59%

68%

 First Quarter

 Second Quarter

�ird Quarter
Fourth Quarter

 First Quarter

Growth of the Tourism Sector in Numbers 

Tourism sector revenue per quarter in 2016 and 2017 estimated in million dirhams

Occupancy rate per quarter in 2016 and 2017

In 2017, the tourism sector achieved growth by 3% in comparison to 2016, earning thereby total revenue of 704 million 
dirhams. 

In addition, average length of stay also increased by 4% to be 2.4 days, which led to the increase of the occupancy rate 
by 8% comparing to the last year as the number of the hotel guests reached about 1.8 million.
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Number of hotel guests and average length of stay in 2016 and 2017

Number of Guests

Average Stay 2.3 2.4

2017

1.8
2016

1.7
Million
guests 

Million
guests 

Average 
length of stay 

in 2017 per 
country

The United Arab Emirates 

GCC  Countries 

Other Arab
Countries 

Asian Countries 

European Countries

Federal Russia 

The Americas

Australia 

Africa

1.8 3.7

2.0

2.2

2.6

1.8

2.6

2.0

2.4

Days 

Days

Days

Days

Days

Days

Days

Days

Days

Days

Days 
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Sharjah has 101 hotel properties including hotels and hotel apartments offering about ten thousand rooms, 
and it is expected that the number of the hotel properties will make a 22% increase to reach 123 by 2020. 

Numbers of
the hotel properties 101 123

55

46

87

76

Hotels

Hotel Apartments

Five-star

Four-star

Three-star

Two-star

One-star

Deluxe

Standard 

Basic

Classification and numbers of hotel establishments in Sharjah in 2017, and 2020´s expectations

2017

2017

2020 forecast

2020 forecast

6

6 24

14

18

7 16

28

11

33 36

15

10 10

10 10
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UAE 
KSA

Egypt 

Iraq 

Russia 

Jordan 

Oman SHARJAH 
THE UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES (UAE)

10%

11%

8%

15%

2%

3%

2%
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China 

India 

Pakistan 

Top 10 Source Markets by Market Share

7%

8%

3%

Other nationalities

30%2%2%3%3%7%8%8%10%11%15%
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As one of the cornerstones promoting tourism activity in the 
Emirate of Sharjah, cruise tourism plays an important role 
in attracting a large number of tourists every year. Aiming 
to develop this sector, the SCTDA launches initiatives and 
organizes workshops to improve the abilities and develop the 
efficiencies working in the tourism sector. 

The Authority continually tries to attract the finest and the 
largest international voyages to the Emirate’s east coast in 
Khor Fakkan. Sharjah has been showcased as an international 
cruise tourism destination as it attracted about 82 thousand 
visitors on 26 voyages and through 5 cruise lines to Khor 
Fakkan port. 

The SCTDA provides various tourism programs to satisfy 
tourists from all over the world, and to offer them an 
exceptional tourism experience full of various cultural, 
heritage and entertainment events. 

Sharjah is a member of an Arab Navigation Alliance (Cruise 
Arabia) that aims to develop the region as a main tourism 
destination for cruise ships. Estimations believe that the 
Gulf Cooperation Countries received more than one million 
passengers on cruise ships before the end of the 2016 – 2017 
season.

Voyages to Khor Fakkan port 
2016 – 2017 

Voyages to Khor 
Fakkan port 
2016 – 2017

thousand visitors 

voyages 

82

26

5
international lines 
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The SCTDA promotes compliance with sustainable tourism practices and supports green economic growth 
in line with the UAE’s strategy to achieve the vision of the UAE 2021 aiming to build a green economy and 
strengthen the country’s status as a global center for the export of green products and technologies. The 
SCTDA also focuses on environmental awareness to reduce the harmful impact on the environment, and 
to encourage all tourism projects in the Emirate of Sharjah to be environmentally friendly.

The promotion of best practices in the field of green tourism is one of the priorities of the Authority, 
which focuses on the importance of sustainable tourism practices and their economic, social and cultural 
benefits. Facilitating sustainable growth, protecting the environment and climate from negative changes, 
promoting responsible energy use, managing waste and resources are all seen as important factors in 
supporting green practices and contributing to the reduction of operational costs, especially in the tourism 
and leisure sectors. 

In order to raise awareness of best practices of sustainability to implement green tourism standards in 
the hospitality sector, the SCTDA organized a number of workshops during 2017, most notably the green 
building workshop in the hospitality sector, in cooperation with the Emirates Green Building Council. 
These workshops highlighted the most effective methods to manage waste and energy within the hotel 
facilities in Sharjah, in line with the emirate’s efforts to promote sustainable tourism and green economy, 
and to support environmental companies and their role in environmental awareness for all segments of 
society.

The SCTDA supports the Eco-Tourism Initiative by highlighting advanced concepts to preserve this kind 
of tourism as well as the environmental and natural resources of Sharjah, especially in the area of natural 
reserves (such as Wasit Nature Reserve, , Wadi El Helo Reserve, Al-Bardi Reserve, Sir Bu Nair Nature Reserve, 
Alqurm Wa Lehfeiyah Protected Areas, and Al-Dhaleema Reserve). It is part of SCTDA strategy to promote 
eco-tourism to help preserve sustainability and protect the environment for future generations.
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Innovative Activities and Services

Innovation in tourism is a key focus of Sharjah Tourism Vision 2021. To achieve the highest degree of 
innovation, the SCTDA has supported and implemented innovative projects aiming at building and 
enhancing the culture of innovation in the work environment and in the tourism industry through the 
services provided by the tourism sector, as well as in the events and tourism activities organized by the 
SCTDA.
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Easy application that allows the user to walk the streets of the emirate and explore tourist sites by default.

Sharjah VR App

Interactive Touchscreens
These screens are designed to enable the user to explore Sharjah in a new and engaging way and to 
provide a unique experience. These screens provide different information such as virtual reality, definition 
brochures, movies, and other materials. The screens are distributed in more than 50 locations and hotels 
in the emirate and can be viewed in seven languages.
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Industry Professional Training ‘Marhabtain Program’

Within the framework of the SCTDA's strategy to enable tourism partners to develop and promote the 
emirate's tourism product at all levels, the SCTDA provides specialized training courses aiming at activating 
the role of hospitality sector staff and enhancing the level of tourism services provided to visitors to 
Sharjah, in addition to contributing to supporting the economic and social development in Sharjah. These 
training programs are directed toward helping professionals in the hospitality industry and workers in the 
tourism industry to achieve their goals.

Professional and tourism training is committed to providing high quality training services in many areas, 
based on the organization's development plans, which are based on contributing to raising the capacity of 
our partners in serving the public and guests and leading the development in Sharjah to become one of 
the most distinguished cities in the world.
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’Marhabtain Program’ Training

’Marhabtain‘is a human capital development program designed for professionals working in the hospitality 
and tourism industry. A series of diverse programs and many future initiatives aiming at developing 
knowledge and skills and improving the overall quality of services has been developed.

The successful implementation of the ’Marhabtain‘ program enhances the knowledge and quality of 
services required for the hospitality and tourism sector and supports the promotion of tourism and trade 
in Sharjah. This program has created long-term strategic support systems to maintain a skilled, customer-
centric workforce influenced by economic, cultural and social values.

Industry Professional Training Workshop for Tourism Industry at the Sharjah 
Hospitality Forum 2017

(Investing in Human Capabilities)

The workshop dealt with the investment in the human capabilities of hotel establishments in Sharjah 
and students at the universities of Sharjah. The grades of the beneficiaries and attendee satisfaction in the 
training programs conducted under the Marhabtain training program 2017 were also included. 

The workshop was successfully conducted with support of the tourism and hospitality concerned 
authorities and it was attended by 200 people. The workshop was designed to take into account core 
values such as knowledge, capacity, investment and participation.
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Social and Community Initiatives

• Celebrating International Tourist Guide Day 2017 in participation with the Sharjah Museums Authority. 

• Celebrating the World Tourism Day 2017 under the title: ’Sustainable Tourism‘ where Sharjah hotels 
participated with initiatives compatible with the 17 sustainable tourism development objectives 
designated by the World Tourism Organization.  

• ’Orientation Program for the Sharjah universities students‘ designed with 4 renowned universities in 
Sharjah (American University of Sharjah, Alqasimia University, Sharjah University and Skyline University 
College). The program was derived from the historical and cultural influences of Sharjah. In addition, 
new students were introduced to new destinations in Sharjah.

• Accredited Hospitality Industry Analytics Course for executive and intermediate levels in the Sharjah hotels.

Training Program Levels for Marhabtain initiative.

Courses, organized by SCTDA, designed in the framework of internationally recognized initiatives reflecting 
the objectives of international institutions, organizations and advisory entities. 

These courses have also been designed in accordance with modern tourism industry trends.

Tourism Sector 
CEOs Development 

Program

Hospitality Sector 
Middle Level 

Management Directors 
Development Program.

Hospitality and 
Tourism Preliminary 

Development 
Program.

Tourism Skills 
Development 

Program.

Tourism Community 
Education Program.
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Marhabtain program results:

8501434

94%12,189

Tracks Programs

 Training Hours Satisfaction Rate

Trainees
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Sharjah Hospitality Forum 2017

In its fourth session, Sharjah Hospitality Forum, organized by the Sharjah Commerce & Tourism 
Development Authority (SCTDA), brought together stakeholders in the Emirate’s tourism sector. 
Discussion and networking sessions created a positive environment and were welcomed by participants, 
speakers and visitors to the Forum. The Forum received positive feedback from more than 300 participants 
who attended the conference’s three sessions and two workshops on the tourism sector.

96% 

82.5% 285 

85% 89% 

93% 
95% 

Percentage of speakers
granted an ’excellent‘
evaluation

Percentage of participants
that gave the workshop
an ’excellent‘ evaluation

Percentage of participants
who classified the Forum
as very important for
their businesses

Perecentage of
participants that would
advise others to attend
the Forum

Number of
participants

Percentage of the of
the audience that rated
the overall quality of the
2017 Forum as ’excellent’

Percentage of
participants keen to
attend the Forum again.
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SCTDA prioritises contributing effectively to the economic 
development of the Emirate of Sharjah, and works on achieving 
its objectives and applying its values through serving the Sharjah 
community and development of local capacities and skills. To 
this end, SCTDA launched a number of initiatives in 2017 and 
organized a number of social activities through various channels, 
through which it sought to provide direct support to charitable, 
social, cultural, sports and national activities. SCTDA also provided 
indirect support by participating in the provision of logistics 
assistance to various entities during organization of activities that 
serve the community. In addition, SCTDA raised awareness among 
the companies operating in the tourism sector in the Emirate of the 
importance of social responsibility, and helped them in organizing 
their participation in this area to serve the community of Sharjah.

22.5%

Sponsorship of
community activities

and events – 2017

Sponsorship of charities

Sponsorship of cultural
entities

13.3%

17.4%

26.6%

22.5%

Sponsorship of educational entities

Sponsorship
of sports entities

Sponsorship of other entities
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The SCTDA is planning to align its strategy and vision with the latest 
developments in the tourism industry. There is no doubt that keeping 
abreast of the global development of local tourism components is 
closely linked to the realistic and early addressing of the prospects 
and challenges of this sector in order to ensure continuity of success 
and adopting a clear vision for the future. In order to achieve this, the 
SCTDA is progressing with steady and strong steps towards the future 
in order to enhance the status of the tourism sector in the State, based 
on several initiatives and steps, key among which are development of 
quality standards in the Emirate in cooperation with the competent 
authorities, ensuring the commitment of hotel facilities to the new 
standards. Therefore, the SCTDA has developed a number of regulatory 
procedures, including organizing desert tourism activities in the desert 
areas by granting special permits for tourist vehicles and companies 
ensuring the quality of organization of these recreational activities and 
providing a distinct tourist experience for visitors that goes far beyond 
their expectations.

The SCTDA will further diversify and expand private markets after 
opening new tourism doors in 2017, including cruise tourism and 
adventure tourism in order to increase the number of domestic and 
international tourists. The SCTDA will also promote sustainable tourism 
to support green economic growth and strengthen the Emirate’s status 
as a global export center for green products and technologies.

The SCTDA seeks further innovation in tourism after implementing 
projects aimed at building and promoting the culture of innovation 
in the work environment. In addition, the SCTDA will focus more 
on human resources through planning aimed at developing local 
human resources, which is the key pillar in the development process. 
To achieve this, the SCTDA has provided specialized training courses 
aimed at activating the role of employees in the hospitality sector and 
raising the level of tourist services provided to tourists, in addition to 
contributing to the economic and social development in Sharjah. One 
of the key initiatives in this area is ’Marhabtain Program‘, which aims 
at developing human capabilities and raising the efficiency of tourism 
sector employees including hotel facilities, transportation, tour guides, 
customer service departments and other areas that provide tourism 
services directly to tourists.
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